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Abstract

Expression of sentiment in parliamentary debates is deemed to be significantly different from that on social media or in product reviews.
This paper adds to an emerging body of research on parliamentary debates with a dataset of sentences annotated for detection sentiment
polarity in political discourse. We sample the sentences for annotation from the proceedings of three Southeast European parliaments:
Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Serbia. A six-level schema is applied to the data with the aim of training a classification model for
the detection of sentiment in parliamentary proceedings. Krippendorff’s alpha measuring the inter-annotator agreement ranges from 0.6
for the six-level annotation schema to 0.75 for the three-level schema and 0.83 for the two-level schema. Our initial experiments on
the dataset show that transformer models perform significantly better than those using a simpler architecture. Furthermore, regardless
of the similarity of the three languages, we observe differences in performance across different languages. Performing parliamentspecific training and evaluation shows that the main reason for the differing performance between parliaments seems to be the different
complexity of the automatic classification task, which is not observable in annotator performance. Language distance does not seem to
play any role neither in annotator nor in automatic classification performance. We release the dataset and the best-performing model
under permissive licences.

1.

Introduction

Emotions and sentiment in political discourse are
deemed as crucial and influential as substantive policies promoted by the elected representatives (Young and
Soroka, 2012a). Since the golden era of research on propaganda (Lasswell, 1927; Shils and Janowitz, 1948), a number of scholars have demonstrated the growing role of emotions on affective polarization in politics with negative consequences for the stability of democratic institutions and the
social cohesion (Garrett et al., 2014; Iyengar et al., 2019;
Mason, 2015). With the booming popularity of online media, sentiment analysis has become an indispensable tool
for understating the positions of viewers, customers, but
also voters (Soler et al., 2012). It has allowed all sorts of
entrepreneurs to know their target audience like never before (Ceron et al., 2019). Experts on political communication argue that the way we receive information and how we
process them play an important role in political decisionmaking, shaping our judgment with strategic consequences
both on the level of legislators and the masses (Liu and
Lei, 2018). Emotions and sentiment simply do play an
important role in political arenas and politicians have been
(ab)using them for decades.

Although there is a general agreement among political
scientists that sentiment analysis represents a critical component for understanding political communication in general (Young and Soroka, 2012b; Flores, 2017; Tumasjan et
al., 2010), the empirical applications outside the Englishspeaking world are still rare (Rauh, 2018; Mohammad,
2021). This is especially the case for studies analyzing political discourse in low-resourced languages, where the lack
of out-of-the-box tools creates a huge barrier for social scientists to do such research in the first place (Proksch et al.,
2019; Mochtak et al., 2020; Rauh, 2018). The paper therefore aims to contribute to the stream of applied research on
sentiment analysis in political discourse in low-resourced
languages. We specifically focus on training classification
models for the sentiment analysis in political discourse in
the region of Southeast Europe. The paper contributes to an
emerging community of datasets of parliamentary debates
with a focus on sentence-level sentiment annotation with
future downstream applications in mind.

2.
2.1.

Dataset construction

Background data

In order to train the classification models, we sampled sentences from three corpora of parliamentary proceedings in the region of former Yugoslavia – BosniaHerzegovina (Mochtak et al., 2022c)1 , Croatia (Mochtak
et al., 2022a)2 , and Serbia (Mochtak et al., 2022b)3 . The
Bosnian corpus contains speeches collected on the federal
level from the official website of the Parliamentary Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Parlamentarna skupština
BiH, 2020). Both chambers are included – House of Representatives (Predstavnički dom / Zastupnički dom) and
House of Peoples (Dom naroda). The corpus covers the
period from 1998 to 2018 (2nd – 7th term) and counts
127,713 speeches. The Croatian corpus of parliamentary
debates covers debates in the Croatian parliament (Sabor)
from 2003 to 2020 (5th – 9th term) and counts 481,508
speeches (Hrvatski sabor, 2020). Finally, the Serbian corpus contains 321,103 speeches from the National Assembly
of Serbia (Skupština) over the period of 1997 to 2020 (4th
– 11th term) (Otvoreni Parlament, 2020).
2.2.

Data sampling

Each speech was processed using the CLASSLA fork
of Stanza for processing Croatian and Serbian (Ljubešić
and Dobrovoljc, 2019) in order to extract individual sentences as the basic unit of our analysis. In the next step,
we filtered out only sentences presented by actual speakers,
excluding moderators of the parliamentary sessions. All
sentences were then merged into one meta dataset. As the
goal was to sample what can be understood as “average sentences”, we further subset the sentence meta corpus to only
sentences having the number of tokens within the first and
third frequency quartile (i.e. being within the interquartile
range) of the original corpus (∼3.8M sentences). Having
the set of “average sentences”, we used the Croatian gold
standard sentiment lexicon created by (Glavaš et al., 2012),
translated it to Serbian with a rule-based Croatian-Serbian
translator (Klubička et al., 2016), combined both lexicons,
and extracted unique entries with a single sentiment affinity, and used them as seed words for sampling sentences
for manual annotation. The final pool of seed words contains 381 positive and 239 negative words (neutral words
are excluded). These seed words are used for stratified random sampling which gives us 867 sentences with negative
seed word(s), 867 sentences with positive seed word(s),
and 866 sentences with neither positive nor negative seed
words (supposedly having neutral sentiment). We sample
2600 sentences in total for manual annotation. The only
strata we use is the size of the original corpora (i.e. number
of sentences per corpus). With this we sample 1,388 sentences from the Croatian parliament, 1,059 sentences from
the Serbian parliament, and 153 sentences from the Bosnian
parliament.
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2.3.

Sentence-level data

The focus on sentences as the basic level of the analysis goes against the mainstream research strategies in social
sciences which focus either on longer pieces of text (e.g.
utterance of ‘speech segment’ or whole documents (Bansal
et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2006)) or coherent messages of
shorter nature (e.g. tweets (Tumasjan et al., 2010; Flores,
2017)). This approach, however, creates certain limitations
when it comes to political debates in national parliaments
where speeches range from very short comments counting
only a handful of sentences to long monologues having
thousands of words. Moreover, as longer text may contain a multitude of sentiments, any annotation attempt must
generalize them, introducing a complex coder bias which is
embedded in any subsequent analysis. The sentence-centric
approach attempts to refocus the attention on individual
sentences capturing attitudes, emotions, and sentiment positions and using them as lower-level indices of sentiment
polarity in a more complex political narrative. Although
sentences cannot capture complex meanings as paragraphs
or whole documents do, they usually carry coherent ideas
with relevant sentiment affinity. This approach stems from
a tradition of content analysis in political science which focuses both on the political messages and their role in political discourse in general (Burst et al., 2022; Hutter et al.,
2016; Koopmans and Statham, 2006).
Unlike most of the literature which approaches sentiment analysis in political discourse as a proxy for positiontaking stances or as a scaling indicator (Abercrombie and
Batista-Navarro, 2020b; Glavaš et al., 2017; Proksch et al.,
2019), a general sentence-level classifier we present in this
paper has a more holistic (and narrower) aim. Rather than
focusing on a specific policy or issue area, the task is to assign a correct sentiment category to sentence-level data in
political discourse with the highest possible accuracy. Only
when a good performing model exists, a downstream task
can be discussed. We believe it is a much more versatile
approach which opens a wide range of possibilities for understanding the context of political concepts as well as their
role in political discourse. Furthermore, sentences as lower
semantic units can be aggregated to the level of paragraphs
or whole documents which is often impossible the other
way around (document → sentences). Although sentences
as the basic level of analysis are less common in social sciences research when it comes to computational methods
(Abercrombie and Batista-Navarro, 2020b), practical applications in other areas exist covering topics such as validation of sentiment dictionaries (Rauh, 2018), ethos mining
(Duthie and Budzynska, 2018), opinion mining (Naderi and
Hirst, 2016), or detection of sentiment carrying sentences
(Onyimadu et al., 2013).
2.4.

Annotation schema

The annotation schema for labelling sentence-level data
was adopted from Batanović et al. (Batanović et al., 2020)
who propose a six-item scale for annotation of sentiment
polarity in a short text. The schema was originally developed and applied to SentiComments.SR, a corpus of movie
comments in Serbian and is particularly suitable for lowresourced languages. The annotation schema contains six

sentiment labels (Batanović et al., 2020, p. 6):
• +1 for sentences that are entirely or predominantly
positive
• –1 for sentences that are entirely or predominantly
negative
• +M for sentences that convey an ambiguous sentiment
or a mixture of sentiments, but lean more towards the
positive sentiment in a strict binary classification

2.6.

Dataset encoding

The final dataset, available through the CLARIN.SI
repository, contains the following metadata:
• sentence that is annotated
• country of origin of the sentence
• annotation round (first, second)

• –M for sentences that convey an ambiguous sentiment
or a mixture of sentiments, but lean more towards the
negative sentiment in a strict binary classification

• annotation of annotator1 with one of the labels
from the annotation schema presented in Section 2.4.

• +NS for sentences that only contain non-sentimentrelated statements, but still lean more towards the positive sentiment in a strict binary classification

• annotation of annotator2 following the same annotation schema

• –NS for sentences that only contain non-sentimentrelated statements, but still lean more towards the negative sentiment in a strict binary classification

• annotation given during reconciliation of hard
disagreements

Additionally, we also follow the original schema which
allowed marking text deemed as sarcastic with a code “sarcasm”. The benefit of the whole annotation logic is that
it was designed with versatility in mind allowing reducing
the sentiment label set in subsequent processing if needed.
That includes various reductions considering polarity categorization, subjective/objective categorization, change of
the number of categories, or sarcasm detection. This is important for various empirical tests we perform in the following sections.
2.5. Data annotation
Data were annotated in two waves, with 1300 instances
being annotated in each. Annotation was done via a custom
online app. The first batch of 1300 sentences was annotated
by two annotators, both being native speakers of Croatian,
while the second batch was annotated only by one of them.
The inter-coder agreement measured using Krippendorff’s
alpha in the first round was 0.599 for full six-item annotation scheme, 0.745 for the three-item annotation schema
(positive/negative/neutral), and 0.829 for the two-item annotation schema focused on the detection of only negative
sentiment (negative/other). The particular focus on negative sentiment in the test setting is inspired by a stream of
research in political communication which argues that negative emotions appear to be particularly prominent in the
context of forming the human psyche and its role in politics
(Young and Soroka, 2012b). More specifically, political
psychologists have found that negative political information has a more profound effect on attitudes than positive
information as it is easier to recall and is more useful in
heuristic cognitive processing for simpler tasks (Baumeister et al., 2001; Utych, 2018).
Before the second annotator moved to annotate the second batch of instances, hard disagreements, i.e. disagreements pointing at a different three-class sentiment, where
+NS and -NS are considered neutral, were resolved together by both annotators through a reconciliation procedure.

• the three-way label (positive, negative, neutral)
where +NS and -NS labels are mapped to the neutral
class
• the document id the sentence comes from
• the sentence id of the sentence
• the date the speech was given
• the name, party, gender, birth year of the
speaker
• the split (train, dev, or test) the instance has been
assigned to (described in more detail in Section 3.1.
The final dataset is organized in a JSONL format (each
line in the file being a JSON entry) and is available under
the CC-BY-SA 4.0 license.

3.
3.1.

Experiments

Data splits

For performing current and future experiments, the
dataset was split into the train, development and test subsets. The development subset consists of 150 instances,
while the test subset consists of 300 instances, both using
instances from the first annotation round, where two annotations per instance and hard disagreement reconciliations
are available. The training data consists of the remainder
of the data from the first annotation round and all instances
from the second annotation round, summing to 2,150 instances.
While splitting the data, stratification was performed
on the variables of three-way sentiment, country, and
party. With this we can be reasonably sure that no specific
strong bias regarding sentiment, country or political party
is present in any of the three subsets.

3.2.

Experimental setup

In our experiments we investigate the following questions: (1) how well can different technologies learn our
three-way classification task, (2) what is the difference in
performance depending on which parliament the model is
trained or tested on, and (3) is the annotation quality of the
best performing technology high enough to be useful for
data enrichment and analysis.
We investigate our first question by comparing the
results on the following classifiers: fastText (Joulin et
al., 2016) with pre-trained CLARIN.SI word embeddings (Ljubešić, 2018), the multilingual transformer model
XLM-Roberta (Conneau et al., 2019),4 the transformer
model pre-trained on Croatian, Slovenian and English cseBERT (Ulčar and Robnik-Šikonja, 2020),5 , and the transformer model pre-trained on Croatian, Bosnian, Montenegrin and Serbian BERTić (Ljubešić and Lauc, 2021).6
While comparing the different classification techniques,
each model was optimized for the epoch number hyperparameter on the development data, while all other hyperparameters were kept default. For training transformers, the
simpletransformers library7 was used.
The second question on parliament specificity we answer by training separate models on Croatian sentences
only and Serbian sentences only, evaluating each model
both on Croatian and on Serbian test sentences. We further
evaluate the model trained on all training instances separately on instances coming from each of the three parliaments.
For our third question on the usefulness of the model for
data analysis, we report confusion matrices, to inform potential downstream users of the model’s per-category performance.

4.
4.1.

Results

Classifier comparison

We report the results of our text classification technology comparison in Table 1. The results show that transformer models are by far more capable than the fasttext
technology relying on static embeddings only. Of the
three transformer models, the multilingual XLM-RoBERTa
model shows to have a large gap in performance to the two
best-performing models. Comparing the cseBERT and the
BERTić model, the latter manages to come on top with
a moderate improvement of 1.5 points in macro-F1. The
difference in the results of the two models is statistically
significant regarding the MannWhitney U test (Mann and
Whitney, 1947), with a p-value of 0.0053.
4.2.

Parliament dependence

We next investigate the dependence of the results on
from which parliament the training and the testing data
4
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model
classla/bcms-bertic
EMBEDDIA/crosloengual-bert
xlm-roberta-base
fasttext + CLARIN.SI embeddings

macro F1
0.7941 ± 0.0101∗∗
0.7709 ± 0.0113
0.7184 ± 0.0139
0.6312 ± 0.0043

Table 1: Results of the comparison of various text classification technologies. We report macro-F1 mean and standard deviation over 6 runs with the model-specific optimal number of training epochs. The distributions of results
of the two best performing models are compared with the
Mann-Whitney U test (** p < 0.01).
came. Our initial assumption was that the results are dependent on whether the training and the testing data come from
the same or a different parliament, with same-parliament
results being higher. We also investigate how the model
trained on all data performs on parliament-specific test data.
4.2.1. Impact of training data
We perform this analysis on all three transformer models from Section 4.1., hoping to obtain a deeper understanding of parliament dependence on our task. We train and test
on data from the Croatian and the Serbian parliament only
as the Bosnian parliament’s data are not large enough to
enable model training.
In Table 2 we report the results grouped by model
and training and testing parliament. To our surprise, the
strongest factor shows not to be whether the training and
testing data come from the same parliament, but what testing data are used, regardless of the training data. This trend
is to be observed regardless of the model used.
The results show that Serbian test data seem to be harder
to classify, regardless of what training data are used, with
a difference of ∼9 points in macro-F1 for the BERTić
model. The difference is smaller for the cseBERT model,
∼7 points, but the results on any combination of training
and testing data are also lower than those obtained on the
BERTić model.
We have additionally explored the possibility of a complexity bias of Serbian test data in comparison to Serbian
training data by performing different data splits, but the results obtained were very similar to those presented here.
Serbian data seem to be harder to classify in general, which
is observed when performing inference over Serbian data.
Training over Serbian data still results in a model comparably strong to that based on Croatian training data. Important
to note is that the Croatian data subset is 30% larger than
the Serbian one.
To test whether the Serbian data complexity goes back
to challenges during data annotation, or whether it is rather
the models that struggle with inference over Serbian data,
we calculated the Krippendorff IAA on data from each
parliament separately. The agreement calculation over
the ternary classification schema resulted in an IAA for
Bosnian data of 0.69, Croatian data of 0.733, and Serbian
data of 0.77. This insight proved that annotators themselves
did not struggle with Serbian data as these had the highest
IAA. The complexity that can be observed in the evaluation
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Confusion matrix
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XLM-RoBERTa
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Figure 1: Row-normalised and raw-count confusion matrix
of the BERTić results on the ternary schema

4.3.
4.2.2. Impact of testing data
In the next set of experiments, we compare the performance of BERTić classifiers trained over all training data,
but evaluated on all and per-parliament testing data. Beyond this, we train models over the ternary schema that we
have used until now (positive vs. neutral vs. negative), but
also the binary schema (negative vs. rest), given our special interest in identifying negative sentences, as already
discussed in Section 2.5.
We report results on test data from each of the three
parliaments, including the Bosnian one, which, however,
contains only 18 testing instances, so these results have to
be taken with caution.
The results presented in Table 3 show again that the Serbian data seem to be the hardest to classify even when all
training data are used. Bosnian results are somewhat close
to the Serbian ones, but caution is required here due to the
very small test set. This level of necessary caution regarding Bosnian test data is also visible from the five times
higher standard deviation in comparison to the results of
the two other parliaments. Croatian data seem to be easiest
to classify, with an absolute difference of 9 points between
the performance on Serbian and Croatian test data. Regarding the binary classification results, these are, as expected,
higher than those of the ternary classification schema with
an macro-F1 of 0.9 when all data are used. The relationship between specific parliaments is very similar to that observed using the ternary schema.

0.8

Negative Neutral Positive
Predicted label

Table 3: Average macro-F1 and standard deviation of 6
runs of the BERTić model, trained on all training data, and
evaluated on varying testing data.
is obviously due to classifiers struggling with Serbian data,
something we cannot explain at this point, but that will have
to be taken under consideration in future work.

0.05

Confusion matrix
classla/bcms-bertic

True label

ternary
0.7941 ± 0.0101
0.8260 ± 0.0186
0.7578 ± 0.0679
0.7385 ± 0.0170

0.075

Negative Neutral Positive
Predicted label

Table 2: Comparison of the three transformer models when
trained and tested on data from the Croatian or Serbian parliament. Average macro-F1 and standard deviation over 6
runs is reported.
test
all
HR
BS
SR

0.88

Per-category analysis

Our final set of experiments investigates the percategory performance both on the ternary and the binary
classification schema. We present the confusion matrices
on the ternary schema, one row-normalized, another with
raw counts, in Figure 1. As anticipated, the classifier works
best on the negative class, with 88% of negative instances
properly classified as negative. Second by performance is
the positive class with 81% of positive instances being labelled like that, while among the neutral instances 3 out of
4 instances are correctly classified. Most of the confusion
between classes occurs, as expected, between the neutral
and either of the two remaining classes.
The binary confusion matrices, presented in Figure 2
show for a rather balanced performance on both categories.
On each of the categories recall is around 0.9, with a similar
precision given the symmetry of the confusions.
When comparing the output of the ternary and the binary model, the ternary model output mapped to a binary
schema performs slightly worse than the binary model,
meaning that practitioners should apply the binary model
if they are interested just in distinguishing between negative and other sentences.
Although any direct comparisons are hard to make, the
few existing studies which performed text classification
on sentence-level data, report much worse results. Rauh
(2018) found that when three annotators and three sentiment dictionaries were compared on a ternary classification
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Figure 2: Row-normalised and raw-count confusion matrix
of the BERTić results on the binary schema
task (positive/negative/neutral), they agreed only in onequarter of the 1,500 sentences. Using heuristic classifiers
based on the use of statistical and syntactic clues, Onyimadu et al. (2013) found that on average, only 43% of
the sentences were correctly annotated for their sentiment
affinity. The results of our experiments are therefore certainly promising. Especially when it comes to the classification of negative sentences, the model has 1 in 10 sentence
error rate which is almost on par with the quality of annotation performed by human coders.

5.

Conclusion

This paper presents a sentence-level dataset of parliamentary proceedings, manually annotated for sentiment via
a six-level schema. The good inter-annotator agreement is
reported, and the first results on the automation of the task
are very promising, with n macro-F1 of ∼0.8 on the ternary
schema and ∼0.9 on the binary schema. The difference in
performance across the three parliaments is observed, but
visible only during inference, Serbian data being harder to
make predictions on, while for modelling, all parliaments
seem to be similarly useful. One limitation of our work is
the following: our testing data have been sampled as the
whole dataset, with a bias towards mid-length sentences,
and sentences containing sentiment words. Future work
should consider preparing a sample of random sentences,
or, even better, consecutive sentences, so that the potential
issue of lack of a wider context is successfully mitigated as
well.

In general, the reported results have several promising
implications for applied research in political science. First
of all, it allows a more fine-grained analysis of political
concepts and their context. A good example is a combination of the KWIC approach with sentiment analysis
with a focus on examining the tone of a message in political discourse. This is interesting for both qualitatively
and quantitatively oriented scholars. Especially the possibility of extracting numeric assessment of the classification
model (e.g. class probability) is particularly promising for
all sorts of hypothesis-testing statistical models. Moreover,
sentence-level analysis can be combined with the findings
of various information and discourse theories for studying
political discourse focused on rhetoric and narratives (e.g.
beginning and end of a speech are more relevant than what
comes in the middle). Apart from concept-driven analysis, the classification model can be used for various research problems ranging from policy position-taking to ideology detection or general scaling tasks (Abercrombie and
Batista-Navarro, 2020a; Glavaš et al., 2017; Proksch et al.,
2019). Although each of these tasks requires proper testing,
the performance of the trained models for such applications
is undoubtedly promising.
As a part of our future work, we plan to test the usefulness of the predictions on a set of downstream tasks.
The goal is to analyze the data from all three parliaments
(Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, and Serbia) in a series of
tests focused on replication of the results from the existing
research using mostly English data. Given the results we
obtained, we aim to continue our research using the setup
with the model trained on cross-country data. Furthermore,
the three corpora we have used in this paper will be extended as a part of ParlaMint II project.
We make the ternary and binary BERTić models trained
on all available training available via the HuggingFace
repository89 and make the dataset available through the
CLARIN.SI repository.10
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